
National Competition Review 

Pathfinder Events 2015 
Thank you for expressing an interest in trialling a new event or regatta format this year.  To enable us to form a record of the events and capture 

the ideas please complete the questions below and return to Colin Percy - colin.percy@blueyonder.co.uk 

Regatta details  

    

 

Purpose of proposed event, format and organisation.  

  

Event Durham Regatta (Sunday) Date 14th June 2015 

Contact name  Richard Mortimer Email address entries@durham-regatta.org.uk 

 

1. Describe briefly the format of 
proposed event and how it will be 
organised. 

All entries in each boat class at IM2 status and above into a British Championships style event format. Crews will take 
part in a time-trial over the course near the start of each division. Crews will then be seeded based on the time-trial 
results into groups of four crews which then take part in a knockout event (semi-final and a final). 
For the coxed four and eights categories we will separate the entries into “Championship” and “Club/College” levels 
This is a refinement of the format used in 2014 to fix the deficiencies highlighted in the post-event review. 

2. Who is your target audience for 
this event? 

Our aim is to improve the racing at IM2 and above to ensure that crews have a chance to race against crews of a 
similar speed. 

3. Is the event part of a traditional 
regatta? 

1. If yes, please explain how it fits 
with the regatta and its events. 

Yes 
The event complements the existing use of traditional knockout events for Novice/Intermediate categories where 
there are already significant levels of competition and where it is impractical to time-trial all of the entrants due to 
time and landing stage constraints. 

4. Why is it different / innovative? 

 
Are there any additional costs 
specifically relating to the new 
event? 

If yes what and how much 

The event allows us to ensure that crews of similar speed race against each other. This will give closer, more 
competitive, racing in events where there are typically few entries.  
It also eliminates the current “status lottery” where we may end up with only two entrants in an event with vastly 
differing speeds.  
The changes to this format for 2015 give us a chance to recognise the results of 2nd tier performance athletes. 
Also to assist with marshalling we will perform a random draw for time-trial start order and then the knockout 
competition draw will be filled in by the fastest crews and their draw order will be in crew number order. 

5.  
What are the reasons for wanting 
to offer this event? 

We offer good, strong competition in novice & intermediate 3 events but struggle to provide close, competitive 
racing at higher status levels where entry numbers are lower and where points levels do not typically correspond 
to a crews speed.  
A secondary advantage is that it guarantees that higher status crews get at least two races over the course. This 
has often been requested because performance crews are less likely to be double enter. 

 



Notes: 

 
 Entries will be segregated based on boat category. We do not intend to race different boat sizes/classes directly against each other. 

 The regatta day is split into two divisions, morning and afternoon. Each boat category (eights, coxed fours, coxless fours etc.) will be assigned to a single 
division. 

 In keeping with tradition at Durham Regatta the morning events would be held over the 1800 metre long course. Afternoon events would be held over the 
700 metre short course due to other river users using the lower reach at that time. Time-trials would be held over the corresponding course length. 

 Prizes will only be awarded to the winner of fastest knockout group event in each boat class. 

 For popular boat classes (coxed fours and eights) we will offer a “Championship” event for the best crews and a “Club/College” event for the next level of 
crews. In absence of the new “RP” points system we will offer the Club/College event at IM2 status with Championship open to all at a nominal Elite 
status. 

 In the event of the entries not being an exact multiple of four the slowest group of time-trialists will be raced as a group of two or three crews. In the 
event of there being only one crew we reserve the right to either reject one entry or if space permits we will run a 5 crew knockout event. Note that 5 
crew knockout events are likely not possible in long course events where we typically can only accommodate 3 rounds of racing over the course in total. 

 This format will be trialled this year on Sunday only, due to slightly lower entry numbers. This gives us some headroom to experiment. Saturday events will 
follow the traditional regatta format.  

 Ideally we would like to begin adapting our regatta entries structure to accommodate the new points structure that is being proposed by the competition 
review. However we recognise that it is unlikely that the points database will not contain sufficient data to make comparisons of crews based on the new 
scheme. 

 We are happy to take part in any trials of the results capture process for the new points database. We have a complex regatta on/off water and would like 
to ensure that our procedures are fine tuned to the new system sooner rather than later. 

 Similarly we would also be willing to use the new RP system for the rest of our entries that day but current indications are that the RP system will not be 

sufficiently ready in time for us to use. Use of the new system will give us a way to identify maiden novice, novice and intermediate crews. 

 To make umpiring/marshalling/commentary easier we will order crews in the knockout events in numerical crew order (i.e. our traditional lowest number 

on racecourse station). To ensure that this is fair we will randomly draw the start order of the time-trial and use that to number crews. 


